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TIM STOREY
Tim Storey is an acclaimed author, speaker and life coach, well known for inspiring and
motivating people of all walks of life, from entertainment executives, celebrities and athletes to
adults and children in the most deprived neighborhoods in the country. Tim has travelled to
over seventy countries and spoken to millions of people. He often meets privately to counsel
high-profile leaders in various industries.
Tim Storey helps people create the future they desire. He has inspired people from all walks of
life, from entertainment legends to professional athletes... from executives to deprived children
in third world countries. Using seasoned foundational principles and humor to get honest with
people so they can overcome the obstacles that are holding them back.
Along with a rigorous speaking calendar and private life coaching sessions, he also holds
regular spiritually motivating intimate sessions across the world called The Study. He hosted
an exclusive Saturday morning series on SiriusXM Radio. Recently, Tim was interviewed for a
full hour segment of Oprah Winfrey's OWN "Super Soul Sunday". The episode aired on Easter
Sunday, April 5, 2015. Since then, he was a speaker for "Super Soul Sessions" LIVE from
UCLA and was a guest speaker at the ultra-exclusive PTTOW 2015 conference in Palos Altos,
CA. He began a church in Yorba Linda, CA called The Congregation, which meets weekly and
provides spiritual insight and direction for people of diverse ages, backgrounds, and needs.
The loss of his father at 12 years of age and the passing of his sister right after turned Tim's
life upside down. Seeking hope and purpose, he began the journey to seek an environment for
discovery and recovery for himself and for others. His dream was to reach all people, so he
began traveling throughout the world, speaking to people in Sweden, South Africa, Nigeria,
Philippines, and more.
His ability to listen and genuinely care for those he comes in contact with has led to unique
favorability among some the most influential leaders in the world. Though his realm of
influence has evolved since the age of 12, his heart is the same.
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